






















How this comic book
came to be

About Comics was contacted by Raoul’s* mother, looking for something to
make her son’s bar mitzvah (the Jewish right of passage into manhood) all the
more special. She wanted a custom comic book, and About worked with her to
meet her needs.

8 When we found out Raoul was a particular fan of the fine Bongo
Comics line, we sought out an artist who could parody their style
and some of their covers.

8 We worked extensively with Raoul’s mother, learning about Raoul
and his world - his home, his family,  and the things he loves - to
create a story that would both reflect who he is and meet his
tastes. This would not be some generic story that just had his
family’s names grafted on; the plot was built from such elements
as how his beloved dog moves, how he wears cartoon character
yarmulkas, and that his bar mitzvah would be held in another
state.

8 We found a format that would provide substantial material and still
work within the client’s limited budget.

8 We had the client review the work at the plot, script, pencil art, and
finished artwork levels to make sure that the final product met
her goals and would not be in any way troubling to Raoul or to
their faith community. Faced with a fairly short turn-around
time, we worked closely with the printer to make certain that
the finished comics would arrive far enough inadvance of the
event so that nobody had to worry.

The end result - the comic you see here - was a success. The client was very
pleased, and Raoul was quite pleasantly surprised. 

What custom comics 
do you WANT?

Whether it be for personal use or corporate use, whether you need a single
page or an entire graphic novel, whether you want just one copy or a hundred
thousand, About Comics can handle it. We can provide complete creation of a
finished, printed product, or provide any portions of the creative and
production effort that you need.
Email QUESTIONS@ABOUTCOMICS.COM and let us know what we can
do for you!

* Note: Raoul’s real name and names of his family members have
been replaced in this electronic edition for privacy reasons.


